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Introduction

Throughout the underdeveloped world and in particular

in Latin America, economists and policy makers are trying to devise

new strategies of commercial policy which will permit the acceler-

ation of the growth process of the less developed countries.

At the same time, a revived conscience of the importance

of rationality in resource allocation is acquired, when it is

observed that the process of indiscriminatelmport substitution is

leading one eountry after the other into ecoaomlc stagnatlon.  

This paper proposes an analytical scheme to compare the

          options of commercial policy which are' discussed

currently, in terms of their impacts on the leveis of real output

and income of an industrializing eountry».

(*) T . ,

’ x ait> mdebted for comments to Jere Behrman, Carlos Díaz-AlenErnesto Fontaine, Arnold Harberger, Milton da Mata and Lance001"0'
Taylor. Mrs. Auguste de Rooy-Gischler was kind enough to corrmY English. Remaining errors and imperfections are my sole ecfc

responsability. A Portuguese version of this oaper willin a volume of essays dedicated to Prof. Octãvio c. Bulhões °ar
edited by Prof. Roberto Campos and published by APEC EditoraRio de Janeiro. ■ '
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In the hypotheses of thP t

model, the new element which is
introduced is a Ereference

S-12x_indus^y on the part of the govem-
ment of the countrv, which l •

te justified by arguments found in
the literature on infant Industrie «

stries. Here, however, this preference
is simply taken as an additionAi i. • .°na± restnction to be met by the
economic System when allocating resources.

After a summary description of the basic model, the

following alternat.ives *of  ‘commercial 'polrcy^are*  analyzed 'One by

one: free trade, partial import substitution, "autarky", tariff

preferences in the markets of developed countries, subsidies to

industrial exports, and economic integration. In appendix, certain

aspects of the controversy "trade vs. aid" are discussed.

the economy has a

in that order.

ignored, we arrive

solutin which

"static" comparative advantage in agriculture.

When the preference for industry is

at the usual conclusion that free trade is the

reaches the highest levei of real income, for it is assumed that

However, when the preference for Industry restrlctlon is Imposed,

free trade is not feasible, and tariff preferences In developed

countrles, subsidies to industrial exports, and econowic integration

under specified conditlons becoM the xore desirable alternativos, ■ 

The Economy Described

general form:

         

consider an economy with three sectors: agriculture <A> ,

u tr 1 With a-fixed endowment
t n /t ' And industry-two *industry-one (Ij and

■bhP OUtputS OI A, 2
of production factors, T74+-h

a irtion possibmtres_curye wrth the
to one anothe r by a ££2—----- “ 
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A = A(I1, j2)
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This function          hQ
y s tne maximum output of the agricul-

tural good which can te obtained with the

given
available resources, for

values of and I.,. Without loss of generality, In this

essay we will Work with a rsther speclflc form of this function,

that is, the one for which aicn aiternative costs or transformation rates
are constant:

(D A = A° - p- I - p. t

where A indicates the maximum agricultural output which can be

attained that is 7 the output obtained when all available resources

are allocated to agriculture; and where p’^ and p* 2 are the rates

of domestic transformation between the agricultural good and the

goods of industries one and twor respectively. Under pèrfect compe

tition and other well-known conditions, P*]_ P*2  ^e^^-ne the

domestic prices of industrial goods in terms of the agricultural

good.

In order to define the structure of comparatiye ad-

, wi+-h resoect to the rest of the World, thevantages of the economy witn respecu
. T _nd t in terms of the agricultural goodInternational prices of ana i2 

indicated by and p2 , respectively, are assumed

to domestic prices by the following inequallties:

to be related

(2)

Pi < P'l

P2 < P*2
P1/P2 P'l/p,2
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relative

economy is

onomy produces both industrial goods
at higher costs than .

rnational market prices. Within the
industrial sector ' h economy produces at higher
costs, that is, the "comparative disavantage" of the

higher in the production of

It is assumed that the government of this country has
a Ereference for industry {1) . That is, despite the comparative

disavantage of the economy in industrial production, the' govern

ment wishes to reach a certain degree of industrialization. It ’

is irrevelevant for the following analysis to inquire òn the

"rationality'* 1 or “irrationality" of this preference for industry.

In- the short-run, there is a trade-off between the levei of real 

income and the degree of industrialization. Given the comparative

advantage of the country in agriculture) the higher the industrial

output, the lower the levei of real income will be. On the other

hand,‘ the preference for industry can be justified if, up to a

certain point, a higher present participation of industry in

output will lead to a higher real income in the future. Tn this

rational interpretation of industrial preference, there would be

a positive degree of industriallsatlon in the present whlch

. . . ... nresent value of the future steam of realwouldmaximize the present
4. aíqcounted. This can occur, in spite ofincomes appropriately dis

. r «-r industrv# because of market imper—the present inneficiency of industry,
, offPcts, learning effects and other argumentsfections , externai ef fe

(1)
r by C. Cooper and. B. Massell,I was inspired by PJÇ of customs unions for developing •

"Towards a general theor^.Economy, 73 (October 1965),
countries" , Journaior^i^-^^^^y—n £or the preference
461-76, when trying to i a few other ideas of this paper.
for industry as.well as
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Formally, the preference for industry can be repre-

sented by a preference function of the government of the form:

at International prices:in terms of the agricultural goodmeasured

International prices:and I is

ôU/ôI > 0 hold true.and

increase in indus-
That is,

remains constant.

total output
increase in

it is assumed that

and I, expressed in

which are related tp the effect of

a result of the industrialization

where U is an utility índex; N is the to-tal output of the country,

the merit of this discussion, in

industry is taken as an observed

U = U(N, I) ,

(3) N = A + p1l1 + P2I2

the value of industrial output at

even if the levei of total output

  of a social-cultural nature

modernization of society as

of the country ,

m,nistério do planejamento e coordenação geral
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(4) I = Pi1! + P2Z2
It is assumed that both ôU/ôN > 0

the utility levei can be raised by an

Without going into

this paper the preference of

data characterizing government behavior not only in Chile but

in nearly all developing countries. What we are trying to do

is to study the influence of this industrial preference • on the

government'.s .evaluation of .the. .alternativ.es .of .commer.c.i.al..policy

which are open to the country.

trial output
x f utiiity enjoyed by society increases

This means that the ievex
■ cultural output exactly compensates theeven if a decrrease m ag

industrial production, leaving the

4-homatical convenience,unchanged. Only for mathematxca
• a<=fined over the values of N

the function U is defmea

Chenery, "Comparative advantage and
(2) Cf. among others, H. American Economic Associaton/Royal

development policy > Ofjconomic Theory, Volume II:
Economic Society, glp^-^kT^TTMartxn ’ s Press, 1966),
GrowthandDeveloEnjent
125-155.

alternativ.es
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International prices. The

in this paper can be shown
general nature of the results derived

to hold under the more realistic assump
tion that U is defined over N and l

in domestic prices.

One possible form of the index u is illustrated by the

family of "indifference curves" between N and I presented in

Diagram I. The different functions U , u, , U,, represent

successively higher utility leveis. Along a giyen function -

for example - the utility levei is constant. This means that the

government is indifferent between the position indicated by point

D and the position given by point Bz where the first point offe.rs

more total output but less industry than the second one. Nowz

comparing points D and Cz the government will have a clear

preference for the second positonz which offers the same levei

of output and more industry than the first one.

One other type of relationship necessary for this paper

is the transformation curve between total output and industry,

which is obtained substituing (D m (3):

(5) N =.. A° - (P1! " Pp1! “ (p,2 ' P2H2

From this
expression one can define two relationships

between N and Iz the first

holding I2 constant. lt

relationship: N =

one holding I constant, and the second

sufficient to consider the first

From the definiton of I, we have

in terms of changes:

Ai = p2AÍ2>

and from the definition of N.

UI = -(P'2/p2) " 1)AI
AN . -<p'2 - P2)JI2 2
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N will be.

are shown in

which depends 
on the preassigned output levei of t

1 The curve HF 2 indicates a
cost of industrialization ' thas- ■.t tnat is, a value of the ratio p 2/?2'
which is higher than that indicated by HF^.

,T.he.. .analytical task of the following sections is

simplified because one needs to work with only one particular point

of the preference function which. the government might have. This

point is determined by the tangency of U with the transformation

curve between N and I. Normally, this will be a point such as A,

B, or C, located on a ray from the origin. Thus, one can keep

U in the background and identify the preference for industry with

the inverse of the slope of the ray from the origin which has

the following functional form:

^ormation curves between N and I
Dlagratn X, both starting frorn an  „

Since p’ > n .. .2 Po f the hiahpr tÁ uxgner i, the smaller

expressed

Should

(6) I = kN

   decree of industrialization desired by thewhere k expresses tne aegree
, 4-u4C dparee is a variable which depends ongovernment. Actually, this degree is

, transformation function. The higher indus-the shapes of U and the transroxi
,ntrv the more one will have to sacrifice -..N  trial costs in the country,

i nnitq of I. This means that thein order to obtain additional units of
a. more to the left the tangency point

higher industrial costs,
„ rurveu and the preference function willbetween the transformation cur

c ^=t-ion rate between N and I isbe. Thus, if the transformation
• t will be C along the ray OABC.

by HFlf the releva P transformation curve be
industrial costs be h g t pQÍnt will be D along the ray

t-hen tn©expressed by F2' d the particular transformation
OD (not drawn) . Anyway, once
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curve which characterize thp
country are known, the relevant tangency

point and the reference rav can f
y n be found. Hereafter, it is assumed  

that both the preferente curve and the transformatlon function are

given. Thus, „e can reason as if the reference ray also were

given and, as a consequente, we can treat k as a parameter which

is identified as the fixed degre.e of industrialization desired by

the government.

The last basic hypothesis refers to the distribution of

dome Stic consumption between A,. and I^. Restricting the analysis

to the limits of traditional models of International trade, it is

assumed that the three goods are final consumption goods and

problems of capital formation and input-output relationships are

ignored. More drastically, it is assumed that the different goods

are consumed in fixed proportions:

I". = bl1’, and:1
(7) <

A" = cl"2,

where the superscript (") indicates consumption leveis.

Within certain

in the consumers' preference

affecting the results below.

preferences are fixed is

the balance of payments

desired by the government.

limits, one could allow for substitution

function for A, I1 and I2 without

The assumption that consumers1

used to generate an inconsistency between

constraint and the degree of industrialization

The same inconsistency could have been

+■ fixed preferences, as long as the field of
generated without fix P

, . the consumers1 preference function
substitution among Pro uc

n-aaram II. Production and consumption
were limited, as shown in

i indicated in the vertical axis, and
of the agriculture g°° a ' . . .

f industry-two good are indicated m
production and consumptio
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the horizontal axis.

., are also drawn indicating

in a closed economy with (such as discriminatory  
indirect taxes) is given by point L, in the

straight

of A and government preference

line is derived from

ssuming again that the output levei of

= A(I2/I1) repre-

A series of

tion field between A” and

contour C2- The

values that the outputsline however, indiçates the

I2 should have in order to satisfy

for industry, for given values of 1^. This

be given, the produc-H~
°pportunities curve A

sented by the strainght line se u .
■a xxne tíc can be drawn.

indifference contours C r n1' 2' C3
the degree of substitui-AK-? i •ility m consumption between the agricul-
tural good and the good of industry-two for successively higher

consumers .utility leveis. The rays OE^ and OE2 mark the substitu-

T^e competi tive eguilibrium position

no "imperfections"

equations (3), (4) and (6), and it has the following analytical

expression:

A = p1I1(l-k)/k + p2I2(l-k)/k.

In order to satisfy government industrial preference, the output

of industry-two must be egual to OJ. However, the maximum guantity

of this good, which will be consumed domestically under full employ-

om and this will happen only when consumers1ment of resources, is OM, ana uus
(3)

price of I2 in terms of A fali to zero

(3)
-maximum guantity of this good which will be

The gualification iirder fun employment of resources" is
consumed domestically induced to absorb the guantity OJ
important. Consumers ?conibined with a consumption of FJ of
of the industry-two go However,this consumption mix, given by
the agricultural go° ' sumers the same satisfaction levei as
point F, offers the coi located in the same paralel to the
the mix given by P°inr ~'F- This point Q is located inside
horizontal axis asJ??hities frontier, BC, that it, it is a
the production possibix resources lacking. The
point where full to the classical case of ^arket
= „ = = hpre is anaioyu „_nntries as presentea m R. S. Eckaus,
failure in underdevelope ±n underâeveioped areas" in A.-Se fícSr-proportions pron The Economics of Under-
N SgííSala aní S. P- ‘universlty Press, 1958) ,343-378.
development (Lon o
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only way of "closing" the system is by the exportation of

2 s cannot be done because the country prodúces this good
at prices above those in the international market.

The dilenuna outlined in the last paragraph is fully

xp red in the following section, where the problem of resources

allocation is analyzed in the context of the alternatives of

coramercial policy which ãre open to an economy with the caracter-

istics described in this section.

Commercial Policy Alternatives

Case 1: Free Trade

Obviously, free trade is the first option of -commercial

policy which musfbe examined for the economy described above.

The free trade solution is that which prodúces the highest

levei of total output, because it forces the country to specialize

in agriculture, where it has a comparative advantage.

The equation of total output evaluated at alternative

costs, that is, in international prices, is wntten:

N = A + + P2Z2’

Substit-Mii.ing the value of A

one obtains equation (5) , or"

N = A° “ ÍP'l

Clearly, given assumption ( ) '

A°, the governmenfs preference

this production point canno

cannot be applied-

given by the transformation function (1)

- PpZl " ^P*2  ~ P2^ Z2*

maximum N = A°. Nonetheless, in point

for industry is not satisfied. Thus,

reached and the free trade solution
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—-se- —: Partial Import Substitution

In order to overcome the difficulty found in Case 1, the

natural medicine is to start production of in the country, but

not of . becáuse, in this last product, the country has a biggèr

comparative disavantage. The question is as to whether this

solution can be applied.

ments:

Consider the.case of equilibrium in the balance of pay-

A - A" - + p2(I"2 - I2).

This means that the exports of A pay for the imports of 1^,

which are equal to the domestic consumption of this good, and- for

the imports of r which are equal to the difference between

consumption and domestic production of I2* If national income (N")

is defined as the sum of consumption leveis at world prices, then:

(8) N” = A" + p1I,,1 + p2I"2

It easily can be seen that equilibrium in the balance of

payments implies that income = output, or:

(9) N" = N = A + p2I2

of

of

The question is: Is this solution, domestic production

I2 combined with partial imports of this good and total imports

I , possible? For an answer, consider Diagram III.

In the vertical axis total income and output are marked.

In the horizontal, consumption and output leveis of I2 are indicated.

     urve       gnçe lor industrz when (ON) is

derived form (4) and (6) , letting
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(10) N = (p_/k)I,

The curve consumption distribution (OM) derives from (7)

and (8), and it is given by:

(11) n” = (c + p fa + p )l"
X £. £

The transformation curve when I1 = 0 (A°F) is obtained

from (5), letting I = 0:

(12) N = A° - (p« - p )T
í* £ £

Further on, the meaning of the other curves in the diagram

is explained.

In the intersection of (10) and '(12.) the equilibrium points

for N and I2 are determined. In the diagram, these are represented

by OC and OL, respectively. Balance of payments equilibrium

requires that N" = N. Thus, the value of I"2 can be obtained from

equation (11). This value is measured by OH in the diagram.

Thus, we obtain the result that I2> I" (or: OL> OH), The

presumed imports of I2 actually got to be exports in order to satisfy

the System. However, p’2 > &2' demestic prices of I2 are

higher than.International market prices and I2 cannot be exported

in a free market.

The conclusion is that the preference-for industry condition

can be inconsisistent with equilibrium in balance of payments, when

iq riuid. In other words, when equilibriumthe domestic<structure is
, , í „,vwnts is required, the desired industrializationin the balance of payments

, attainable with domestic production of I only. Thelevei may not be auraiiici^j- z
n , ,.nHHqtrialization levei and the smaller thehigher the desired industria

. , 4-^„_+-wo, more likely this to occur.domestic market for industry two, mo



ICCW-S.
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The argument above is simply hypothetical and only

ished the possibility of a contradiction. In the empirical

/ however, is it believed that the possibility indicated

became quite real for a good number of Latin-American countries

in the decade of the fifties.

Case The "Autarkic" Solution

A way out for the dilemma of the last case is that

imports be also substituted in industry-one. In such a case,

one should produce 1^ until exports of I2 are not any longer

required for balance of payments equilibrium, that is, until

1U2 = Z2‘ For a better term, this solution will be

denominated 11 autarkic”.

unit of

In terms of the diagram, the requirements of I^ per

N to satisfy the desired degree of industrialization 

will be smaller than beforé, when domestic production of I1 

starts. That is, the preference for industry curve in the

plane (I2, N) will rotate

When this curve coincides

towards the left around the origin.

with the consumption distribution 

curve, which does not move, I2 will be equal to I"2 and

consistency between equilibrium in the balance of payments and

the preference for industry will be attamed.

However, the transformation curve in the diagram will

t íc nroduced demestically. It will rotatealso rotate, when is proauueu
■, a° This can be seen assuming that, intowards the left around A . mis
•„+■ Homestic production of I,, is equal tothe new equilibrium point, domesti p 1

i number. Then, from (5) we immediatelyml2, where m is a real numuer 

obtain:
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(13) N = A° - [(F1! - px)m+ <p'2 - p2)]l2

Clearly, the slope of (13) is higher than in (12) . The

resulting levei of output can then be found by intersecting the

preference for industry curve with the production possibilities

curve when = ml2. It is seen that the new levei of output (OB)

is smaller than before (OC). Such a result is intuitively obvious,

since scarce resources now are also dedicated to the production of

1-jy whereas before they were employed only in the two more efficient

sectors, A and I2<

In order to prove that OB is smaller that OC consider

the following. Substitute the value of I, given by (4)zin equation

(6), and change this and equation (5) into differences:

Pf^If + = ^AN

AN = - (p^ - P-jAI - (p’2 - p2)AI2

Solving for AN as a function of AI^:

(14) AN = “ ~ (p'2/:p2)J All
i + k[(P'2/p2) - 12

It can be seen, given assumptions (2), that aN<0. Note

that AI]_ = I-l and that AN = OB - OC in the diagram. Equation (14)

measures the costs of an "autarkic" solution compared to partial

import substitution. The Solutions analyzed here below allow the

country to reach output levei OC. Thus, it is of interest to .

calculate the losses measured by (14) .

, = „,imose, consider an' economy which has optedFor such a purpose,
- and let us measure the gains obtained.for the "autarkic" solution

. • < imnort subsitution solution, underby changing to the partial impo

alternative price assumptions.
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TABLE'I

GAINS IN OUTPUT BY SHIFTING FROM "AUTARKY" TO PARTIAL IMPORT SUBSTITUTION

Agriculture Industry-
Two

Industry-
One

Percentual
gain in total
output as
measured by
(14)

Tnitial -share in “total
output (k = 0,5) 0,50 0,25 0,25
World prices 1,0 1,0 1,0
Domestic prices (alter
native hypothesis) :

i) 1,0 1,2 1,5 0/07
ii) 1,0 1,2 • 2,0 0,18

iii) 1,0 1,5 2,0 0,10
vi) 1,0 1,5 . 2,5 0,20 .

It is our feeling that Chilean conditions are reflected---- --- -
(4)either by price hypothesis (ii) or (iv) . This implies that a

customs union with other Latin American countries could bring a

short-run gain to the radable part of Chile's national product

of nearly twenty per cent. Assuming that fifty per cent of the

GNP of a country like Chile can enter.International trade, these

figures imply a gain of the order of ten percent of GNP. This

figure should be compared with those estimates of possible gains

through "trade creation" in common markets among deveJoped coun

tries .

, . rhilean and International .prices., see L.
(4) For comparisons of u nGroWth and trade distortions in Chile and

Taylor and E. Bacha, ,1r,niating the shadow price of foreign
their implications in c
exchange", mimeo, 19
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which are always put at leveis under one per cent of GNP

Case . Tariff Preference in the Markets of Developed Countries

The conclusion of last section was that the "autarkic"

solution to the problem of resource allocation would lead to

substantial losses in output leveis. One alternative to that

solution would be that our country obtain tariff preferences for

exports of manufactured products. Normally, these preferences

would be granted by industrial countries as illustrated by the
UNCTAD scheme 5 (6) .

Should this tariff preference be important enough to

objectives and the constraints in the balance of payments.

could be reached

would be made not at world prices

income would be above or equalOCbut at domestic prices, total

to OD.

this result, consider the newIn order to picture
balance of payments equilibrium condition:

and, since industrial exports

Thus, the output levei measured by OC

cover the difference p’2 - p2, our country could especialize in I2

without creating an inconsistency between the industrialization

A - A" + p'2(I2 I"2) Pl1"!

generala, nm-fre theorv of customs unions.
G’EconoSc Journal, LXX (September 1960), 496-513.(5) Cf. R. <

survey" , —------------— - , . , ,. miAva uolítica comercial em pro del
(6) Cf. R. Prebish, , ia(,4n------ ----------------------------desarrollo (New York: Uniteo «a
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The other equations

total output:

(15) total income:

The following relation is then immediately derived:

production of

production of A:

in the System are as before, or:

consumption of

consumption of A:
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N - A + p2I 

■^2 = (k/?2)N
A=A°-p.2l 

N" = A" + p1I"1 + p2i"2

r’l = bI"2

A" = cl"

N" = N + (p'2 - p2)(i2 - I„2)

Geometrically, given N = OC and I2 = OL, it can be

seen in Diagram III that the only combination of N" and I"2

which satisfies this equation is N" = OD and I"2 = OJ.

As it will be made clear when the following two alternati

ves are analyzed, this solution is the one which produces the

highest levei of income among all Solutions except free trade,

which is not feasible.

The difficulty with this solution is a practical one:

how tò obtain high enough tariff concessions to permit exports of

I . On one hand, industrial countries are reluctant to open their

markets to labor intensive manufactures from developing countries

because such imports could cause them serious social troubles. On

the other hand, even a complete tariff cut might not be enough to

■ n1 and / because it mightcover the difference between p 2 «w F2'
the countries which make the tariff concessions are same

which determine the International price, p2, in the world

Case 5: Subsidies to Industrial Exports

be that

ones

market.
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Another alternative to the "autarkic" solution, which-
would permit the country to specialize in I2, is to subsidize the

exports of this industry. In this case,the exports of I2 are made

at the International price, p2, but the producers receive the

domestic price, p with the difference p’ - p9 being covered

by the government. In case the subsidies are . to be financed by

taxes, this should be done in such a way as not to disturb the

relationships between the domestic prices of the different goods

(now dependent on the tax system) and the domestic transformation

rates of these goods. Otherwise, the determination of the supply

structure of the model, which is given by the intersection of the

production possibilities curve, with the preference-for-industry

curve, would not coincide with the equilibrium point reached by

private entrepreneurs acting in acompetitive market.- Without

taxes the points N = 0C and I2 = 0L can be reached because

private producers are indifferent among an points along the
transformation curve A°F as long as the domestic price of I2 is

p’2. However,

by, say, a tax on agricultural

for producers’ decisions would

rate paid by farmers. In this

tend to eliminate agricultural

2 were to be financed

production, then the relevant price

be p’2/(l-t), where t is the tax

case, a competitive system would

production, because the costs at

if the export subsidies of I

which one can produce I2'in terms of the agricultural good,

measured by the slope of the transformation curve and egual to 

p’2, are always less than the income in terms

good derived from the production of I2, which

of the agricultural

are equal to

p'2/(l-t).

in whiòh there are

which thefactor endownment is fixed,

indirect tax will leave domestic

in the simplified model structure,

        sumer goods and in

any proportional and uniform
wili meet the proposed .criteria.price ratios invariable and thus
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ith a subsidy to exportst the country will specialize in

I2 and thus will reach output levei OC. The subsidy will imply

ternal income redistribution, but will not interfere with

the equality between income and output as exports are made at

International prices.

A difficulty with this strategy is that it may imply a

substantial income redistribution if the difference to be covered

by subsidies, p'2 “ is large or if the exportable surplus

I2 ~ 1 2 tO° In ^is case, serious political problems

may have to be overcome to implement this solution.

Case (5: Economic Integration

The last possibility to be analyzed is the formation of

a customs union with a country that has a similar economic structure

to ours, i.e., it has a preference for industry as well as a

comparativo advantage in agriculture. It is assumed, however, that

within the industrial sector, the partner country has smaller costs

in industry-one than in industry-two.

If this union is formed, our country can export I2 to

the partner country at domestic prices, but it will have to import

from the partner country at its own domestic prices which are

higher than International prices.

When our country specializes in I2, it reaches output

^nmnlex task than in previous cases tolevei OC. It is a more compiex «b
i = +4ainèd, however, and no diagramatic rep-obtain the income levei attamea,

. m3de Mathematically, the only required change
^esentation can be made.

nrpsented in Case 4, is in the balance of
in the equation system, p

r^ition,' which now will be:
payments equilibrium condition,
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(16) A - A" + - T” ) =n TW 4- n” fT” - TW )
F 2v 2 1 2 P1X 1 + p 1U 1 1

That is, our exports of A andl2 are now compensated by

imports of from the rest of the world (Iw) at the world price

of this good, and by imports of from the partner country, which

are equal to the difference between our consumption and our:..

imports from the rest of the world.

are acquired at our partner’s price p"l-

Intra-unions imports, however

If the system (15)-(16) is put together with the 

corresppnding system of the partner country we will end up with

fourteen equations in sixteen variables. The whole.system is

closed by two indentities specifying:

exports of I2 from our

country to the partner =

country

imports of of our

country from the partner =

country

imports of I2 of the

partner country from o

country

exports of from the

partner country to our

country

Assuming the existence of a viable economic solution to

this set of equations, the resulting mcome leveis can be

daterndned. Manlpulation o£ (L5)-(16) yields the followinç,

expressions:

(17) N" = N +
P'2 * P21(12 - r2> + - !]S

world.

where:
_WS = (A - A") - Px*  1

is the superavit
. transactions with the rest of theof our contry
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er the second term in the right-hand side of
equation (17). Clearly:

E(Pl/p jJp 2 - p^ (i2 _                               

That is, if our country is less efficient in I2 than the

partner country in (i.e.: if p.^ > p^/pj , then our income

levei, N , will tend to be higher than the output levei, N. If

our country is more efficient, the opposite will happen.

Consider now the last term of (17). Clearly:

Ctel/P"!) '- 1]S>O, according to S<0, since p'^ > p^

Thus, if our country has a déficit with the rest of the

world (S<0) , corresponding to a superavit with the union, the

income levei will tend to be higher than output.

These results can be expressed more synthetically by

the manipulation of (17), from which, using (16), one can obtain:

(17a) N" - N — (p'2 - p2) (I2 ~ I"2) - (p^ - px) (I1^ - 1^)-.

That is, our country will benefit from intra-union trade

as long as the excess over International prices of the value of

our exports to the union is largar than the excess over interna-*
(7)tional prices of the value of our imports from the union

, J í-r> (17a) is proposed by.French-Davis and(7) A formula th value of compensation payments, which
Griffm to obtain the ^eciprocity principie" is respected
would assure tha ercia]_ flows induced by the Latin
m the context of aSSOciation. Cf. R. French-Davis and
American Free Trade as Tr|i_prr,ac;ioriai y Políticas de Desarrollo
K. B. Griffm, Ç°51§-----dy-dg-Cuitura Económica, 1967), pp.
Económico (México: Mead, "The distribution of gains
196-198. See also: ‘ * developing countries", Kyklos,
in a customs union oe also: Carlos F. DÍaz-Alejandro,
vol. XXI, 1968, Fase. , Gestation and Outlook", mimeo,
"The Andean Common Marxeu-
1970, pp. 34, ff-
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Observe that for the union as a whole t                 

’ osses. if one country has income higher than prõduct,

pa er will have product higher than income. Moreover, our

country income + partner’s income = our country.output + partner’s

output (simply because the balance of payments of the union with

the rest of the World is balanced in world prices) . Thus, from

the point of view of the union, the only gains compared with an

 'iautarkic" ..aolution are. these..measured .by the .displacement o.f . the

output from OB to OC, due to the elimination of the less efficient

industrial production.

Thus,it can be. concluded that a customs union can solve

the problem of resource allocation. satisfactorily. However,

inequalities in the benefits enjoyed by the partner countries will

inevitably arrise if they are of distinct degrees of industrial

efficiency. Same will also arrise if intra-union trade is

unbalanced at those points where the partner countries are specialized

in their more efficient activities.

The political difficulties to create a compensahion

mechanism to cancel possible discrepancies between output and income  

as measured by (17) are well known. Thus, it can be concluded that

the only solution to the problem of equity in a customs union is the

assoolation of countries whieh have similar degree of industrial

„H-ich intra-union trade equilibrium can beefficiency and for wnicn uiw-
expected at the specialization points.

If intra-union trade equilibrium is imposed, then, in

4= 4-he two countries will completely specialize
general, only one of tne

. , and the other onewill continuein its more efficient mdustry,
, Formally, what happens can be

to produce both industria 9
x níJl bv two equilibrium conditions:Visualized by the substituion of
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<18> P'2d2 - X"2> = . jWp

and:

The first equation imposes equilibriúm in intra-union

trade and the second one can be derived from the first, in view

of (16) .

Equation counting will reveal that in this case there

are seventeen equations in the whole system (recalling that

equation (18) serves both countries) with the same sixteen variables

as before. There is one equation too much which is generally not

satisfied. ’ The systein can become. consistent only if the less

efficient industry starts operation in one of the countries. In

this case, we would have one additional variable to be determined

- the domestic production of for example - and the system at

least would present as many equations as variables.

Two additional points deserve consideration.

In the first place one initial assumption was that our

country would export to the partner, and import from him I1

only. However, it might occur within our price assumptions that:

P'l < P"r

and: P'2 < P" 2 *

even when: P 2 > P 2

even when

That is: in terms of the agricultural .good, our country

■ j ivial erices lower than the partner's,could have both industrial pn
in terms of Industry-two, the home country produces

Xx at higher costs than the partne
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this occurs our country will tend to export both

2 the partner, importing from him the agriculturál good, A.

Nowz such a situation would be uninteresting to our

co y in terms of real output, and would hurt the partner country

twice, by not satisfying íts industrial preference and also by

forcmg it to buy industrial goods from a relatively expensive

source. Incidentally, the position of the partner country is

similar to that òf Venezuela, ‘which -has high industrial costs,‘in

comparison to Chile and Colombia. This disavantage would explain

the reluctance of Venezuela to enter the récently proposed Andean
Pact * (8).

The best alternative for the partner country under these

conditions would be to subsidize the intra-union exports of ,

to cover the difference p"^ - p1^ and give its industry competitive

conditions in our market. The creation of a payments union between

the two countries, with flexible exchange rates and valid only for

industrial goods, or the institution of a dual exchange rate

System by the partner country, favoring industrial exports in

general, would have similar effects to the subsidies. Such

measures of commercial policy could "artificially" reduce the price

of I produced by the partner country, to leveis below our domestic

, "correct" commercial flows within theprice and thus mduce cwl^l

union.

ela V el Grupo Andino: E1 problema
(8) Cf. E. L. Bacha, e Económico, January-March

y las alternativas , £1-------
1970.
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One could acV -s-f • .if it would be easy to find a country
"like ours" with a parative advantage exactly in our less
efficient industrv. t-f ,. y If one remembers that in the real world
there are numerous industries instead of only two,it is clear that

difficult thing would be to find a country with exactly the

same structure of compartive advantage as ours. Obviously, the

more distinct the comparative advantage structures are, the better

it is for the union because the number of inneficient industries

in our country could be reduced substantially when our partner's

market is opened to a large number of our more efficient

industries.

Finally, it is of interest to compare the results

obtained with the methods developed in this paper with those

derived in appreaches of the Viner and Meade variety, which

worry about "trade creation" and "trade diversion" in the

context of partial. equilibrim models.

This paper, taking the customs union as an alternative

to the 11 autarkic" solution, makes a distinction between a

production effect and a consumption effect. The first one,

measured by (14), is always positive if we ignore the perverse

cases of specialization in the higher cost industries. The second

one, measured by (17) or (17a), can be positive or negative,

, • . .. >.ol,+-ive industrial efficiency of our country asdependmg on the relative
and on the trade balance situationcompared to the partner s,

all partners taken together, the sum of
within the union. F°r an p

. nnii Thus, from the point of viewthe consumption effects is null.
-integration is always a good thing.

of the union, economic m y

    in contrast with that derived from a
This result is 1

£ "trade creation" with the costs of
comparison of the benefits
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diversion , from which it is frequently concluded that

osts will be higher.than the benefits in the context of  

customs unions among developing countries (9> . The fundamenta 

distinction between the two approaches is that, in the case of

Viner and Meade, the alternative to integration is free trade,

whereas in the approach of this paper, the alternative to

integration is the "autarkic" solution (10) .

Ordering the Alternatives

In conclusion, the different cases studied can be

ordered according to the levei of income attained without

constraints and according to the levei Of. income reached along

the preference for industry curve. The table below summarizes

the conclusions, considering only customs unions for which the

income levei is equal to the output levei.

TABLE II

ORDERING OF THE COMMERCIAL POLICY ALTERNATIVES

Alternative Ordering according Ordering according to
to unconstrained . income levei along
income levei the preference for

industry curve

Free. Trade
(0A°) 4 (0)

Partial Import (0D) 4 (0)
Substitution , x  , ,4 (0B) 3 (OB)
"Autarky"
Tariff preferences in (OD) 1 (OD)
industrial countries
Industrial exports
subsidies
Economic Integration

(OC)
(OC)

2
2

(9) Cf. R.L.Allen, "Integration
in less developed areas

(OC)
(OC)

Kyklos,

1961, Fase. 3. is also employed by S. Dell,
(10) The type of aPP™?^ “£ord

A Latin Ameriçan_£25S2----- --------------- ,
Press, 1967)     
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lowing comments about the results shown in Table
II can be made:

The classification of “free trade" and "partial import

substitution" as the less desirable alternatives , when there is

a preference for industry, is explained by the fact that zero is

the only income levei compatible with the preference-for-industry

constraint. Rather than classifying these Solutions, one could

also say that *thêy  --are*  • not 'appiicable *-when  a preference -for

industry exists;

ii)The "partial import substitution” solution is placed

second, according to the unconstrained income levei attained,

on the assumption that the preference for industry is not respected,

that the country becomes sel-sufficient in I? and that it does

not produce 1^ at all. In this case, N = N" =OD and = I1^ = 0J

in Diagram III;

iii) "Economic integration" has the same rank order as

11 industrial export subsidies1’ whether or not a preference for

industry exists. However, taking into account the difficulties

of creating and intra-union compensation meohanism and the fact

that, in principie, there is a total uncertainly as to whother or

• t i hiTr+*  bv intra-union trade, it can be anticinot the country will be hurt ny
pated that a government wlth risk averslon will glve "export

subsidies" a higher rank than "economic integration".
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ÃPPENDIX

A Note on the Çontroversy "Trade Vs. Aid»

Recent macroeconomia analysis of the development process

and of the potential contribution of externai aid make a distinction

between two alternative limits to the growth rate of output. One

would be given by the domestic savings potential, and the other

by the capacity to import . Empirically, it has been observed

that a large number of únderdeveloped countries has its growth

rate liinited not by the savings potential but by the capacity to

import intermediate and capital goods .

Under these conditions, an additional dollar of foreign

aid would have the same effect on the growth rate as an additional

dollar of exports, because both would reduce the externai bottleneck

on the same proportion. Trade and aid thus would be perfectly

substitutes from the point of view of a developing country.

(3)Such a conclusion, argues Harry Johnson , is fallacious

because foreign aid can eliwinate a prospeotive trade gap without

any additional savings effort, whereas the ellmination of the same

gap through exports would require not only that the country supply

the goods, but also that it increases its domestic savings to the

chpnerv's two gap model which is discussed
1) This is the well known tne  constraints in economic develop*

by R. McKinnon, "For®^ggllocation"z Economic Journal, June 1964 .
ment and efficient ai “Foreign. assistance and economic

2) Cf. H. B. Chenery and A. ^°ic'Review, 56 (September 1966),
development", American——
679-733. n»nriRS Tnwards Less Developed3) Cf. H. C. Johnson, Econ2Si|_^-^y-p^ger, 1967), pp. 52, ff.
Countries (New York-
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sane extent of Its „ew exports reoelpts (4) _

pecificaiiy^ Prof. Johnson mai            

"As a first approximtion, foreign aid serves two

functions in the development process. First, it

provides real resources additional to what can be

extracted from the domestic economy, increasing

.the total available for investment.; second,since

the resources are foreign, it averts the real

income losses to the country involved in

transforming domestic into foreign resources.The

opening of additional opportunities to trade

differs from the provision of additional aid in

that, again as a first approximation, it does

not provide additional real resources for invest

ment. Instead, it provides the opportunity to

convert additional domestic resources into

foreign resources without the losses that would

' ensue on the country’s own effórts to effect

this transformation. The contribution of

resources is obviously to be measured, not by

the value of the additional trade, but by the

losses the opportunity permits the country

<5)to avoid

the
the
the

developing country.
conversion of the
statistics of the

concept of aid involves a

*------------------------ ””and aid is to conceive aid as aThe simplest way to “r - —-------—
continuous flow of £re observe thatEmplrloally, one should obse
ammount described as ’ ure  .developed countries to this p nominal values, not only due to
substantial reduction in amortization, but also due to
Payments of ? E^okman,
tyino1CeFor“an interesting 1Chlleãn case", Bulletln of the

Oxford University_lnsti—--- --
5> H. G. Johnson, op. cit-' 55
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" the point of view of a developlng country  
dollar per dollar foreign ala would me nora valuable than the

export opportunity, although the latter la more attraõtive, th 

higher are the domestir •costs of import substitution.

analysis of Prof. Johnson is unassailable in its

own terms, and it simply reafirms the common sense observation

that an additional domestic saving unit has a positive alternati  

cost even when the country propensity to save is not an'éffective

constraint on its growth rate.

However, for an economy describedy by the model of this

paper it can be shown that Prof. Johnson1 s conclusion does not

Work out as long as the additonal trade opportunities are giyen by

tariff preferences for manufacturing exports K . Actually, not

even the conclusion of the two gap model is verified and preferen

tial trade appears as inequivocally better than foreign aid,

dollar per dollar.

conclusion is obtained in the model of this paper

because the opportunity to export manufactures allows the country

to spéclallze in its more efficlent industry. In the case of

foreign ald, although the country is allowed to llve wlth a déficit

in its foreign accounts, it becomes necessary to operate the

íq less efficient in order toindustry in which the country is less

meet its government industrial prefe

--- ’ trade vs. aid is
prebish, Hacia una Nueva Politi

” -1- ; United Nations ,
TTb-ich the controversy

(6) This is the context in R. prebish, Hact.
discussed in UNCTA . pesarrollo (New Yor ,
ca Comercial en pto-- ----- -
1964). “
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tariff

Suppose

of

the

reached when CD is given as a

it can be seen in Diagram IV thatthç first place,In

aid equalan amount of

than CD.

Thus, it is necessary

the

for

only if the income levei were

aid equal to CQ, much higher

to CD is inconsistent with specialization

For, in the case of specialization, the •of the country in I2 •
output levei would.be OC generating a supply of I2 equal to OL,

which would be tottaly consumed

equal to OQ, implying a flow of

Then,
what leveis of output and income can be

donàtion?

consider Diagram IV for a geometria proof of the
superiority of preferencial

ade over aid. From the text, we
know that, under preferpm-i=i *.ial trade, the output, levei will be OC
and the Income levei «111 be 0D. CD measures not only the

dlfference between Income and pnoduot, but also the potential

déficit in the trade baiana 4.valance of the country if its exports of
I2 were made not at the domestic prices, as they are, but at

world prices, as they would have to be in the absence of

preferences. Thus, CD is identifiable as "foreign aid".

that this same value,CD,- were given as a continuous flow

donations rather than through tariff preferences.

question is:

to manufacture in the country.

(14) in the text) , theIn this case (accordmg to g
n OC Graphically, the new leveisoutput levei will be less than OC. o p

be found by simultaneously rotating
of output and income can

/rlockwise around A°) and the preference
transformation locus . . .

frounterclockwise around the origm) , until
industry locus (counteiL.

, pn the Crossing pcint of .these two
the vertical distance betwee

• distribution line is equal to the aid
loci and the. consumption  assumed in the diagram

this point
ammount CD = C’D’.   nj where n is£ I is given by IT nx2'
that domestic production o 1

would.be


^N'1
à A

^/AG^A/V\ w
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an auxiliary variable found bv t x-
y the solution of the equation

system in the text ,

It can be seen _tnat the income levei reached with
preferencial trade, OD, i, above that levei, OD', attalned with

a foreign ala equlvalent aollar-per-dollar to the tariff

preferenceActually.lt Is concelvabtethat the distance OD1 is even

less than OC, if the country is not very inefficient in the

production of I2 and/or very inefficient in the production of

■^1*  this case, an externai aid equal to CD would be even less

desirable than a domestic policy of export subsidies r which would

permit the country to specialize in (in this case income and

output leveis would be equal to OC as shown in the text) .

Finally, it is trivial that any positive levei of aid
 

will permit the country to reach an income levei superior to that

under an "autarkic" policy, as described in the text. This is a

fact, because as long as it is positive, foreign aid will lead to  

an output of smaller than that obtained under the "autarkic"

solution.

Z1
Z2
A:

(7) The equations are the same a
the difference that
total output:
production of
production of
production of
total income:
consumption of
consumption of A:
balance of payments:
where AJUDA = CD in

___  as in the "autarkic" solution, with
ã déficit is allowed in the trade balance:
N = A + PíIí •+ P2Z2
plh + P2I2 -kN
I2 “ I”2
A = A
N” ;
Z"1
a"

A
the diagram.

- P1!1! - P'2Z2
= A" + Pi1"! + P2Z' 2

= bl"2
= cI"?    _ A" + AJUDA = Pi(I"l - Il)

preferenceActually.lt



